JazzHR: Hiring and Recruiting
Integrate with JazzHR to bring powerful recruiting,
onboarding, and payroll management all in one affordable,
easy-to-use package that helps small businesses grow.

Automate Recruiting

Built for Small Businesses

Powerful Integrations

Save time spent on painfully tedious

Simple, affordable and customizable,

A full catalogue of integrations to

tasks like re-writing emails and start

JazzHR has all the features that you

complement any HR tech stack,

automating the recruiting process.

need and none of what you don’t.

including SparkHire, HackerRank,
background check tools, and LinkedIn.

Who should work with JazzHR?
HR and recruiting teams who need to speed up their time to hire,
increase recruiting efficiency, and get more candidates.

What does JazzHR do?
JazzHR is a powerful applicant tracking system that helps HR teams
better collaborate and automate to improve hiring efficiency and

But I have an ATS already?
All-in-ones that offer an ATS as a part
of their solution are only focused on
recruiting as a small part of their solution.
JazzHR lives and breathes recruiting
and has best in class features for every
step of the candidate lifecycle.

create the perfect candidate experience.
Other competitors offer the same

What does it cost?

functionality as JazzHR but at up to 10x

JazzHR is affordable yet robust with a variety of pricing options.
We never penalize you for growth, so pricing is based on what
features you need--not employee size. You can start out at $39/mo
with a few open jobs, or grow into JazzHR Pro at $309/mo with all

thing? We’re focused on providing small

the cost. Why spend more for the same
businesses with what they need at a price
they can afford.

features, functionality, and all-access support.

About JazzHR
A pioneer in the HCM space, JazzHR has been providing recruiting solutions to small and medium sized businesses
since 2009. JazzHR has helped over 2,500 companies hire over 200,000 candidates in over 40 different industries.
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Get started at www.jazzhr.com

